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#2 Bestseller in "Study Skills" - Amazon.com: April 2014 #1 Kindle Bestseller in
"Study Skills" - Amazon.com: April, May 2014 #1 Kindle Bestseller in "Study
Guides" - Amazon.com: April, May, July - Oct. 2014 Learn More in Less Time!
Let's face it, we live in a fast-paced world. In order to succeed, you must have the
ability to absorb information rapidly, and to think logically and creatively - all at
the same time. Students must discover how to conquer the high-pressure
challenges of an intensely competitive society. With technology on the rise,
knowing how to learn efficiently will be the most important skill you ever possess.
Unfortunately, most of us were never taught the actual art of learning. Many
students struggle, not because they aren't smart, but because they simply were
never taught the rare techniques presented in this book. Well, that's all about to
change! It doesn't matter if you're a top student, or barely passing, you can finally
learn more in less time. Accelerated Learning Techniques for Students will show
you proven steps to maximize your potential. Some life-changing secrets you'll
discover inside include: recommended ways to manage your physical and mental
energy why negative emotions such as stress and anxiety literally destroy your
ability to learn how to double your learning capabilities in 10 minutes or less how
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to develop a personal "learning toolkit" to master any subject time-management
tips for the busy student - extremely valuable 11 practical memory techniques so
you retain more of what you learn 5 ninja note-taking techniques (that will
impress even your teachers) 20 unique tips for students wanting to achieve
massive success And, much more... You'll soon know how to learn anything and
everything more easily. Enhance your thinking skills today! Don't waste another
moment of your time and energy using inefficient learning strategies. The
material presented within these pages will help you unlock your brain's amazing
power. You change, the competition changes, and the world changes. What can
not change is your determination to continue investing in yourself. Release your
inner genius and become the student you were always meant to be!
Do you find learning difficult? Do you struggle with poor memory, distractions,
and interruptions, consumed by procrastination and wandering mind? Do you
ever wish you could get really good at something quickly, smoothly and
effortlessly?Or maybe you hate to study? Do you find it slow and boring? Would
you like to read faster and get more out of your study sessions?If you answered
YES to any of those questions then you need to read this bookMost people never
tap into 10% of their potential for to learn faster and improve memory.Let me
explain! I don't care whether your nine years old or ninety... man or woman... no
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matter how poor your education may be today!It makes no difference how badly
you did in school as a child... how difficult it is for you to concentrate today... how
poor your memory may be... how much a prisoner you are of crippling mental
habits... how impossible it may seem to you today that YOU could read an entire
book in as little as half an hour -That YOU could flash through business and
financial problems that leave your friends stopped cold - that YOU could hold an
entire roomful of people ABSOLUTELY SPELLBOUND BY THE POWER OF
YOUR IMAGINATION, YOUR UNDERSTANDING, YOUR ABILITY TO
TRANSMIT THE SPOKEN WORD!What's The Secret? It's As Simple As This -I
believe that you can perform every one of these accomplishments - and more far easier and faster than you've ever dreamed - because of this one simple fact:
I believe that your mind is working today at only HALF of its true power - simply
because no one has ever shown you the right way to make every book, every
article, every subject you ever wish to learn HALF TEACH ITSELF!What are
some benefits you can expect when you follow this programEffortlessly
remember important dates, appointments, meetings and schedules weeks,
months or even years ahead without missing a single one!Make other people
"Hang On Your Every Word!"Develop a perfect, computer-like memory in just 5
minutes a day!Quickly and easily double or even triple your reading speedBreeze
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through any test or examDevelop unbreakable concentration and focusNever
experience social awkwardness or anxiety againSkyrocket Your Vocabulary - In
Minutes!What will you learn?Discover advanced techniques from psychology to
become a master at any skill or subjectSimple methods that allow you to nail
down tough information or complex concepts quickly and easilyWhat you can do
to eliminate procrastination, minimize distractions, avoid interruptions, keep your
mind focused and concentrate longer, even during challenging or stressful
situationsStep-by-step easy-to-understand methods for turning even the worst
memory into a powerful one.How to use what you learn to become
SUCCESSFUL in your business and enjoy all of the benefitsHow you can dazzle
your friends and fellow workers with your ability to absorb facts like a spongeAnd
much, much moreThe Botton Line: This is NOT a textbook! NOT a study manual!
There are no lectures - not a single "blue-sky" theory to ponder over or memorize
in this program!Instead, for the first time, here is a revolutionary new system of
AUTOMATICALLY BRINGING TO LIFE YOUR YOUR HIDDEN POWER TO
LEARN, through the incredibly potent suggestion of the written word!If you apply
the strategies inside, Inevitably - hour after hour - day after day... week after
week - you will find yourself in command of ever-increasing powers of Rapid
Learning, Vocabulary Building, Problem Solving, Clear-thinking. Friend-Making
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and much more
Accelerated Learning: 2 Book Box Set This Book includes: 1. Speed Reading:
How to Read a Book a Day - Simple Tricks to Explode Your Reading Speed and
Comprehension 2. Photographic Memory: Simple, Proven Methods to
Remembering Anything Faster, Longer, Better Do you want to: Study better? Be
able to read faster and retain more information? Make more efficient notes? Pass
tests more successfully? Be more creative? Learn things faster? Engage in
business armed with great focus and full comprehension? Be able to read one
book a day? Remember anything effectively and efficiently? Then this book is the
answer! It improves your reading speed, focus, comprehension and retention! It
gives you the power to develop better time management, enhances your
concentration and logical thinking, and also improves your overall selfconfidence. This easy-to-understand book provides guides that will help you
understand: Speed Reading Techniques Reading vs Speed Reading How to
Break Poor Reading Habits How to Start Speed Reading Importance of Daily Eye
Exercises and more And in the Photographic Memory Section, you will learn: ·
Simplified discussion on how the mind makes, stores and remembers a memory ·
The photographic memory and how it is different from eidetic memory ·
Significance of creative thinking and visualization as a platform to achieve
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extraordinary memory · How peg systems work including the special systems that
are specifically developed to memorize numbers · Tips and tricks to remember
names · How emotions can be used to easily remember information · How to
organize and visualize information through mind mapping · The concept of the
palace method and how to construct your own memory palace to be able to store
and retrieve information in an instant Find out how speed reading and
photographic memory skills are connected and how you can train yourself to
become a master at both! Learn how to incorporate the exercises and techniques
found in this book into your daily routine so that speed reading and photographic
memory becomes a habit. Soon you will find that you can read an entire book
each day and remember things much clearer! The more you practice these
accelerated learning techniques, the more knowledge you will gain that you can
use to achieve your goals in life. Grab this book and become an Accelerated
Learner today!
Change the way you think about learning and about preparing students for the
challenges of the 21st Century with this new book by best-selling speaker Alistair
Smith. This detailed re-evaluation introduces 12 essentials of Learning to Learn
and explains their impact for students and teachers, helping learners move away
from teacher dependence towards learner independence. Learning to Learn in
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Practice: The L2 Approach: Shows you how to develop a Learning to Learn
approach across your school Provides guidance at classroom, school and
community level Shows how to involve parents Gives case studies from schools
on different stages of the journey Gives guidance on embracing Web 2.0
technologies Explains what works and what doesn`t And is packed with easy to
apply common sense ideas and guidance. If you wish to get behind the theory
and find out what really makes the difference then this is the book to take you on
the next step of your journey.
Accelerated learning programs have increased dramatically and gained
widespread attention in adult higher education. They have also received criticism
regarding their value and potential impact on the quality of learning in colleges
and universities. This volume of New Directions for Adult and Continuing
Education is the first major publication that addresses the current practice and
research of accelerated learning formats in higher education. The contributors to
this volume explore the scope and substance of accelerated learning as it is
practiced in colleges and universities. Practitioner guidelines and insights are
offered for best practices in program and course design, learning strategies, and
assessment approaches, as well as the integration of distance learning and
service-learning into accelerated learning programs. To aid in examining broader
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questions of impact and outcome, several chapters discuss research from a
variety of contexts, with both descriptive and comparative findings. This volume
also provides a critical perspective and future consideration of strategies and
roles for accelerated learning as a positive force in higher education. It will aid
both practitioners and researchers by providing informative ideas and practices
from leaders and educators who have administered, taught, and studied this
innovative learning format. This is the 97th volume of New Directions for Adult
and Continuing Education, a quarterly report published by Jossey-Bass.
If you've always wanted a simple way to learn faster and improve your memory
but find learning difficult then keep reading…. Do you feel like you spend a lot of
time easily distracted on things other than what you're meant to really be
focusing on? Have you ever tried learning something new only to forget the
information as fast as you read it? Would you like to improve your brain's ability
to learn? You see, learning and improving your memory doesn't have to be
difficult. Even if you've tried other solutions which didn't work before. In fact, it's
easier than you think. This is the power of Accelerated Learning. Accelerated
learning programs are one of the fastest growing transformations in higher
education. For four consecutive semesters it has doubled the number of writers
who succeed in passing first-year compositions. Accelerated learning fills a muchPage 8/28
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needed role for nontraditional learners. Which means you can learn faster and
improve your memory without tedious hours of practice every day. Inside this
book are powerful learning techniques that will drive an exponential growth in
your career, business, and personal life. Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll
discover: Make Learning Painless, Exciting, Habitual & Fun Learn Anything At
10x The Speed Optimise Your Strengths & Build Up Your Weaknesses Boost
Productivity With a Step by Step Blueprint Filter The Junk To Give You A LaserFocus Optimal Brain States For Learning The Surprising Truth About Multitasking
Learning Techniques Used, by Steve Jobs, Salvador Dali, Leonardo DaVinci &
Many More Double Your Reading Speed & Read Books Even Faster Absorb Info
Like A Human Sponge …and much, much more! Are you ready to accept the
challenge to become the best you, you can be? And if you have a burning desire
to never forget anything again, and transform yourself into a "super learner" then
scroll up and click "add to cart"
This book "Accelerated learning: Proven Advanced Strategies for Effective
Memorization, Better Organization, and Unbreakable Concentration" is all about
accelerated learning. The concept, the methods, and the advantages of
Accelerated Learning are all presented and discussed with an additional review
of some of the apps that train and practice various Accelerated Learning
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techniques available online. Accelerated learning is a complex system of different
teaching environments and techniques that, when combined in an intelligent
manner, enhance learning on all levels. In this book you will find: What is
accelerated learning The six methods used in learning An advanced mind
mapping technique What are memory hooks and how to use them in real life How
to take notes How to adapt accelerated learning for everyday use A review of
leading brain improvement apps and learning aids available online Through
accelerated learning, you will learn to enjoy studying, finding expression in
obtaining new skills and knowledge, and being able to apply them in everyday life
to advance your enjoyment and your career and help others improve their
understanding and knowledge base. This e-book was written as a dedication to
passing on information and knowledge, which is one of the fundamental cores of
any learning process. Get Your Copy Now
Creating a learning to learn school is a book for heads, senior managers and teachers
interested in developing better schools, classrooms and learners. It is based on two
years of ground-breaking research in 25 schools by over 100 teachers and many
thousands of pupils. The research explored a variety of approaches to teaching pupils
how they learn and evaluated the impact on standards, pupil motivation and teacher
morale. Creating a learning to learn school sets out: - what we mean by 'learning to
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learn' - why 'learning to learn' is important today - the implications of 'learning to learn'
for the government's educational reforms - the
Unleash the awesome power of your brain to achieve your true potential, learn
anything, and enjoy greater success than you ever thought possible. Packed with
proven methods that help you significantly improve your memory and develop simpleyet-powerful learning methods, Accelerated Learning: The Most Effective Techniques is
the only brain training manual you'll ever need to master new skills, become an expert
in any subject, and achieve your goals, whatever they may be. Easy Step-by-Step
Instructions Anyone Can Use Immediately ?Student preparing for crucial exams?
?Parent looking to better understand, encourage, and support your child's learning?
?Career professional hoping to develop new skills to land that dream job? Whoever you
are and whatever your reason for wanting to improve your memory, Accelerated
Learning: The Most Effective Techniques will show you exactly how to do it with simple,
actionable tasks that you can use to help you: ?Destroy your misconceptions that
learning is difficult - leaving you free to fairly pursue your biggest passions. ?Stop
procrastinating forever, eliminate distractions entirely, and supercharge your focus, no
matter what the task at hand. ?Cut the amount of time it takes you to study effectively
and enjoy more time away from your textbooks. ?Give yourself the best chance of
success by creating your own optimal learning environment. Everything you’ll learn in
this book can be implemented immediately regardless of your academic background,
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age, or circumstances, so no matter who you are, you can start changing your life for
the better RIGHT NOW. Take control of your future with life-changing learning skills.
Self-doubt is often one of the biggest barriers people face in realizing their full potential
and enjoying true success. In Accelerated Learning: The Most Effective Techniques,
you'll not only find out how to overcome that self-doubt, but also how to thrive in any
learning environment with scientifically-proven tools and techniques. You'll also
discover: ?How to use an ancient Roman method for flawless memorization of long
speeches and complex information ?The secret to never forgetting anyone's name ever
again. ?The easy way to learn an entirely new language, no matter how complex. ?The
reason why flashcards, mind maps, and mnemonic devices haven't worked for you in
the past - and how to change that. ?The simple speed-reading techniques you can use
to absorb information faster. ?How to cut the amount of time it takes you to study
effectively and enjoy more time away from your textbooks. ?The truth about binaural
beats and whether they can help you focus. ?How to effectively cram any exam (in case
of emergencies!). And much more! Discover the hidden secrets of accelerated learning
and unleash your true potential by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page.
A deconstruction of the elements of expertise, and practical step-by-step methods to
reach it ASAP. Expertise - we all want it, and traditionally it would take years of intense
study and practice. But just because it’s always been that way doesn’t mean you have
to follow that path. It’s time to use all the resources at your disposal and learn a new
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approach. Learn a plethora of scientifically-validated methods. Accelerated Expertise
has a simple goal. Let’s help you get from Point A to Point B, where Point B is an
extremely high level of expertise in your desired area or topic. You’ll learn how to learn
effectively, and what steps you must take to gain a respectable and enviable knowledge
base. Understand what the industry leaders know, and how to make sense of
completely foreign topics. Think outside the box and strategically accelerate your
expertise. Peter Hollins has studied psychology and peak human performance for over
a dozen years and is a bestselling author. He has worked with a multitude of individuals
to unlock their potential and path towards success. His writing draws on his academic,
coaching, and research experience. Make learning easier, more efficient, and more
organized. •Learning myths, the biology of learning of expertise, and the most
important mindsets for expertise. •Information: how to collect it, filter it, organize it,
understand it, and master it. •Easy tactics to exponentially improve your memory.
Outpace, outthink, and outperform others. •Multiple models and paths to expertise,
including using exemplars and finding knowledge gaps. •What language acquisition
and learning an instrument can teach us about expertise. 1% world-class expertise
opens the door to the life you want.
Make learning: painless, exciting, habitual, and self-motivating. Absorb info like a
human sponge. We’ve never been taught how to learn, and that’s a shame. This book
is the key to reversing all the misconceptions you have and making learning fun again.
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Scientifically-proven, step-by-step methods for effective learning. The Science of
Accelerated Learning is not a textbook - it’s a guidebook for your journeys in learning.
It will show you the most effective methods, the pitfalls we must avoid, and the habits
we must cultivate. This book is highly organized and addresses all phases of the
learning process, from creating a positive environment, to the biological basis of
memory, to learning theories, and more. It borrows from multiple scientific disciplines to
present comprehensive techniques to simply learn more, faster. Master your approach
and save countless hours. Peter Hollins has studied psychology and peak human
performance for over a dozen years and is a bestselling author. He has worked with a
multitude of individuals to unlock their potential and path towards success. His writing
draws on his academic, coaching, and research experience. Smarter, faster, and better
ways to achieve expertise. •The physical and psychological pre-conditions to effective
learning. •How our memory works and how to make it work for you. •The learning
techniques that work - with evidence. •How to never need to cram again. Tame
distractions and procrastination through specialized habits. •Why Einstein loved to play
violin while working. •The learning mistakes you are probably committing right now.
•Steps to building true expertise. •How to teach effectively, and teach to learn. Outpace
others, beat the competition, and get where you want to go in record time.
The Accelerated Trainer opens with this premise: both the learner and the trainer need
to overcome their hang-ups, and abandon any psychological baggage before they start.
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From there, the author goes on to cover the entire process, from planning and
preparation, through anticipation and delivery, to action-planning and follow up.The
book is careful to practice what it preaches: There are pictures and Mind Maps® for
those who are very visual; analogies and anecdotes for the intrapersonal, as well as a
simple seven phase structure and plenty of powerful models if you like things structured
and logical. All are designed to help you learn and start applying accelerated training
techniques in as short a time as possible, whatever the background of the people with
whom you may be working.
thimblesofplenty is a group of friends who also happen to be business people and avid
readers. We wanted to keep up with the latest business books but found that time was
a factor. So we divided out the work and each of us took a book and summarised it for
the others. We though it might be a great idea to share these summaries with you. For
a small price and a 3 minute time investment, our summary gives you some of the
wisdom from the book, some food for thought and hopefully the impetus to make some
time to read the whole book!
The following topics are included in this 3-book combo: Book 1: Many people
underestimate the value of awareness and consciousness when it comes to learning.
Keeping information in that big brain of yours can be challenging if you don’t apply the
right methods to do so. For you to learn how to learn, or to remember what you have
observed, it’s mandatory that you trigger your senses to retain information faster and
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more efficiently. This can be done by understanding the topics in this book, which
include using the said awareness to take in information at a faster pace, and using
visual means to support you. Do you use flashcards, computer games, or other
studying techniques? These will all be addressed. Book 2: Many people struggle with
learning. They either take too long or don’t retain the information they have learned.
Here, you will learn more about how to improve all that. The author will take you
through a study of learning styles, teaching yourself instead of having to be taught, and
the best ways to study harder, faster, and more effectively. The book touches on
memorization techniques and poses the question if those techniques are good or bad
for learning. The details in this book can definitely help you with your desire to become
better at studying and remembering things.
>
Still wondering how some people can remember information in great detail? In
Photographic Memory, you won't just learn about the concept of photographic memory
but you'll also discover the secret to expanding your retention capacity. Learn more
about how your memory works and what makes a person remember things clearly. If
you are one of those people who still memorize things through repeating them over and
over until retained, then it's time to get rid of that old habit and discover a range of
various memory tricks and techniques in this book. You'll able to practice every
technique through the exercises included in each method. To have a glimpse of the
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important knowledge you'll potentially learn once you read this book, here's an
overview: Simplified discussion on how the mind makes, stores and remembers a
memory The photographic memory and how it is different from eidetic memory
Significance of creative thinking and visualization as a platform to achieve extraordinary
memory How peg systems work including the special systems that are specifically
developed to memorize numbers Tips and tricks to remember names better How
emotions can be used to easily remember information How to organize and visualize
information through mind mapping The concept of the palace method and how to
construct your own memory palace to be able to store and retrieve information in an
instant It's time to step up your memorization skill and discover the things you need to
maximize and expand your retention capacity.
Speed in acquiring the knowledge and skills to perform tasks is crucial. Yet, it still
ordinarily takes many years to achieve high proficiency in countless jobs and
professions, in government, business, industry, and throughout the private sector.
There would be great advantages if regimens of training could be established that could
accelerate the achievement of high levels of proficiency. This book discusses the
construct of ‘accelerated learning.’ It includes a review of the research literature on
learning acquisition and retention, focus on establishing what works, and why. This
includes several demonstrations of accelerated learning, with specific ideas, plans and
roadmaps for doing so. The impetus for the book was a tasking from the Defense
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Science and Technology Advisory Group, which is the top level Science and
Technology policy-making panel in the Department of Defense. However, the book
uses both military and non-military exemplar case studies. It is likely that methods for
acceleration will leverage technologies and capabilities including virtual training, crosstraining, training across strategic and tactical levels, and training for resilience and
adaptivity. This volume provides a wealth of information and guidance for those
interested in the concept or phenomenon of "accelerating learning"— in education,
training, psychology, academia in general, government, military, or industry.
Do you want to: Study better?Be able to read faster and retain more information?Make
more efficient notes?Pass tests more successfully?Be more creative?Engage in
business armed with great focus and full comprehension?Be able to read one book a
day? Then speed reading is the answer! It improves your reading speed, focus, and
comprehension! It gives you the power to develop better time management, enhances
your concentration and logical thinking, and also improves your overall self-confidence.
This easy-to-understand book provides guides that will help you understand: Speed
Reading TechniquesReading vs Speed ReadingHow to Break Poor Reading
HabitsHow to Start Speed ReadingImportance of Daily Eye Exercisesand more Find
out what your current reading level is and learn how to incorporate the exercises and
techniques found in this book into your daily routine so that speed reading becomes a
habit. Soon you will find that you can read an entire book each day! The more you read,
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the more knowledge you will gain that you can use to achieve your goals in life. Grab
this book and become a speed reader today!
When it seems like lectures simply don’t work for you. When you feel as if your
learning capacity is decreasing. When you feel like you don’t have enough
concentration and attention. The solution is Accelerated Learning or AL. Accelerated
Learning Techniques You may think that Accelerated Learning is learning how to speedread or how to learn more in less time, but Accelerated Learning is much more than
that. It is about expanding your learning capabilities. It is about boosting your
productivity while enhancing your mind and your memory. Accelerated Learning is
teaching you how to be more productive, how to learn faster, but also smarter using
very simple to follow techniques and tips. With these simple techniques, you can stop
wasting your time reading the same page repeatedly and getting nothing from it. By
teaching you about the different learning styles, AL helps you to recognize what works
best for you, so you accelerate your learning sessions by making them more adaptable
to your preference and style. This leads you towards significantly higher productivity.
Here Is a Preview of What You’ll Learn Here… What is learning? Different learning
techniques Rational, empirical and modern views on the core nature of knowledge
Different principles of learning Learning cycles Different learning styles and types What
is Accelerated Learning Different Accelerated Learning techniques How to facilitate
learning through Accelerated Learning techniques Major Accelerated Learning pillars
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Accelerated Learning cycle 20 Accelerated Learning strategies for improving your
learning capacity Breaking bad learning habits Preparing and organizing your learning
space And much, much more... Get this book NOW! Learn faster in less time and turn
every learning sessions into a “real” memory making session!
This book offers nine principles for brain based approaches to accelerating learning,
improving motivation and raising achievement. It offers the reader a coherent structure
and describes: guaranteed ways to motivate learners esteem-building tools for schools,
teachers and parents how to access and teach to different types of intelligence 17
different ways in which schools can make Accelerated Learning work
Accelerated learning is a learning format that allows students to complete courses in a
shorter period compared to a traditional semester. Accelerated learning is a multidimensional approach to learning where students can control the speed and method in
which they are instructed. What you'll discover in this book: • How the brain receives
and processes information and how you can tap into it to 3x your learning speed • How
to determine your preferred learning style and how smart you really are • The secret sixstep plan to accelerated learning • How to look at mistakes to speed up your learning
process • How to fine-tune your memory to remember new knowledge without effort •
How to mentally cement complex information to make them accessible at all times
Many people believe that knowledge is the key to success, actually, knowledge is just
the final result of a brain process called learning. What is actually going to make you
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incredibly successful is not knowledge, it is learning. Mastering the art of learning will
allow you to gain knowledge quicker and more efficently, will make you able to
remember things for a long time and will make you reach success much more easily.
This book will teach you how to learn more effectively anything. To learn more
effectively means you remember more and you forget less of what you learn. No BS in
this book; just the results of research in cognitive psychology, the science of brain,
memory and learning. In this book you'll find practical tips that you can apply when
learning any subject. Everything is explained in the simplest words. You'll learn about
all the different cognitive strategies that you can apply to your learning: Retrieval
practice, space practice, active learning, interleaving, dual coding, elaboration practice,
etc. Does all this sound unfamiliar? No worries! I'll translate all these cognitive
psychology terms into practical tips that you can apply straight away! Happy Learning!
Arthur Keane ReadingDose.com
Applying new understandings about the role of the brain in learning to the classroom,
this book outlines what all teachers should know about how children learn. It includes
advice on how to create the ideal environment for learning and how to help learners to
fulfil their potential.
Accelerated Spanish is the proven method that has trained hundreds of students,
bringing dozens to fluency in a very short period of time. A three-volume system, it has
the potential to make one fully fluent in Spanish. Volume One teaches how to think like
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a native Spanish speaker and gives the vocabulary that makes up 50% of the Spanish
language.
'This book provides a variety of ideas for use in the classroom, based on practical
applications of the conceptual understanding of learning power... ...[It] tells the reader
about the "Effective Lifelong Learning Inventory" research programme (ELLI) and uses
practical examples of how it can work in actual classes to explain its effectiveness. Its
value for practitioners working with children with SEN appears to be in the way it
challenges them to look at themselves as learners - also how they can support the
children they work with to become more effective learners' - Special Needs
Coordinator's File 'This is not a gimmicky approach... The approach here fosters deeper
understanding for both the teacher and learner of exactly what the process involves... It
contains much to interest schoolteachers, senior managers and those involved with
learners of any age' - ESCalate Contains Learning Power flash cards! What kind of
learner are you? How can you become a better learner? This book puts the findings of
the well known Effective Lifelong Learning Inventory (ELLI) research programme into
the practical context of the classroom, helping you to find answers to these questions.
The book offers many suggestions for practical ways to improve the learning power of
all the children in your class. It looks at: " learning power - what it is and how it can be
achieved " creating the right classroom environment for powerful learning " how
learning power works in the primary and secondary school classroom " how animal
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metaphors can be used with children to explain concepts. This is an exciting read for
anyone interested in how children learn, and how we can help them to learn more
effectively. It fits in very well with the debate around such concepts as accelerated
learning, thinking skills and learning styles.
Accelerated learning by Jonathan Wilkens is a book created out of the idea that people
can learn and grasp at a much faster rate. Over the centuries, Accelerated Learning
has gone by different names. Its idea originally came out of the concept of Scientology
which was then developed between the years of 1960, 1970 by Dr. Giogy Lozanov into
Suggestopedia or Reservtopedia like some would call it. As Shakespeare is to
literature, Dr. Giogy Lozanov is to Accelerated Learning. He is considered the father of
Accelerated Learning. His Suggestopedia or Reservopedia concept is a technique that
revolutionizes teaching and facilitates learning. And in the 20th century, Suggestopedia
was rebirth into what we now call Accelerated Learning today. Accelerated Learning is
something we should all indulge in and practice in our everyday activities, in the lives of
our children, and our workplace - most especially in our children's lives. Imagine if your
ability to think critically, systemically and innovatively increases. Wouldn't that be a
great achievement? If processed right into your lives, what would take months for us to
learn and grasp would take weeks, and what would take weeks would take days. You
would be more adept in the learning or teaching field. This book is designed to meet all
the requirements of our learning programs in our learning environments, and to educate
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the facilitators and learners alike, so that the learning process is both deepened and
accelerated. Learners will thereby be able to retain more by applying Accelerated
Learning into their lives. And the facilitating is less about delivering content and more
about encouraging discovery, reflection, and learning. This book combines the old, the
new and the likely helpful future ideas on Accelerated Learning as they have become
available. So, you wouldn't be wrong if you say this book has all you need to know, all
the ready-to-go information on accelerated learning that should allow you - if followed to learn at a much faster rate. This book goes into... Its history, where it was gotten
from, who it was gotten from, out of the idea it was gotten. Provides insight into
everything you need to know about Accelerated Learning, its benefits, its designs, how
to maximize your potential - your memory capacity from a 128 megabyte to possibly a
gigabyte, and also the way you can facilitate in your lives, be it in schools, workplaces
or you'd lifestyle in general. For those who facilitate learning, this is a road map for
them, into the new world where you can grasp things as quickly as possible without
wasting the time you would normally have. 10 basic elements of Accelerated Learning
This book teaches on the types of Acceleration strategies that could be designed to
allow progress through the core contents of a school program at a rate more closely
aligned with a student's ability and interests, rather than being restricted by artificially
imposed steps of progression. It will be of great help to you if you learn about it, its
many benefits, how to maximize your potential, how to improve your memory and the
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methods, conditions and the speed techniques to acquire instant speed learning. This
book provides you with all of it.
In this comprehensive resource, Raymond J. Wlodkowski and Margery B. Ginsberg
describe how to meet the challenge of teaching intensive and accelerated courses to
nontraditional learners and working adults. By making motivation and cultural relevance
essential to instruction, they clearly show what instructors can do to enhance learning in
classes that can last from three to six hours. Teaching Intensive and Accelerated
Courses makes full use of the authors' twenty years of experience researching and
teaching accelerated courses, along with selected strategies from Wlodkowski's classic
Enhancing Adult Motivation to Learn, to offer tried-and-true practices instructors can
use to provide continuously engaging learning. Praise for Teaching Intensive and
Accelerated Courses "Part-time teachers who work in accelerated degree programs are
an enormous—and grossly underserved—group of adult education faculty. In this
indispensable text, Wlodkowski and Ginsberg, two teachers with extensive firsthand
experience of accelerated learning formats, provide an accessible, practical, and highly
readable guide to engaging learners in these programs. Warm, wise, and down-toearth, this will be an invaluable resource for teachers in these programs and for faculty
developers everywhere."—Stephen D. Brookfield, Distinguished University Professor,
University of St. Thomas, Minnesota "Whether you are an experienced teacher of
accelerated courses or about to become a new one, I can't think of a better guide and
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standard-setter than this book. Wlodkowski and Ginsberg have created an instructional
theory with practices that mirror the very principles and processes they advocate.
Central to their thesis is the need to create conditions that will allow adults' natural
desire to learn to emerge; in my view, this perspective is often lost in adult learning
courses in the name of efficiency or productivity. That is one of the many reasons this
book is refreshing in both its approach and the values it espouses."—Pamela Tate,
president and CEO, The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning "What a helpful
resource for faculty professional development! The information is strategic without
being formulaic. New faculty can use this book as a resource to design their materials
and to use their existing skills to help adults learn. The parts of this book that focus on
graduate students are extremely insightful."—Victoria Gardner, director, Office of
Multicultural Affairs, University of Washington School of Medicine
Nine principles for brain-based approaches to accelerating learning, improving
motivation and raising achievement. It offers the reader a coherent structure and
describes how to access and teach to different types of intelligence. This is a
photocopiable teacher resource for ages 7 to 16.
If you've always wanted a simple way to learn faster and improve your memory but find
learning difficult then keep reading.... Do you feel like you spend a lot of time easily
distracted on things other than what you're meant to really be focusing on? Have you
ever tried learning something new only to forget the information as fast as you read it?
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Would you like to improve your brain's ability to learn? If so, then you've come to the
right place. You see, learning and improving your memory doesn't have to be difficult or
slow. Even if you've tried other solutions which didn't work before. In fact, it's easier
than you think. This is the power of Accelerated Learning. Accelerated learning
programs are one of the fastest growing transformations in higher education. For four
consecutive semesters it has doubled the number of writers who succeeded in passing
first-year compositions. Accelerated learning fills a much-needed role for nontraditional
learners. Which means you can learn faster and improve your memory without tedious
hours of practice every day. Inside this book are powerful accelerated learning
techniques that will drive an exponential growth in your career, business, and personal
life. Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll discover: Make Learning Painless, Exciting,
Habitual & Fun Learn Anything At 10x The Speed Optimise Your Strengths & Build Up
Your Weaknesses Boost Productivity With a Step by Step Blueprint Filter The Junk To
Give You A Laser-Focus Optimal Brain States For Learning The Surprising Truth About
Multitasking Learning Techniques Used, by Steve Jobs, Salvador Dali, Leonardo
DaVinci & Many More Double Your Reading Speed & Read Books Even Faster Absorb
Info Like A Human Sponge ...and much, much more! Are you ready to accept the
challenge to become the best you, you can be? And if you have a burning desire to
never forget anything again, and transform yourself into a "super learner" then Read
This Book
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Outlines an instructional design methodology aimed at reducing time spent learning and
designing courses and improving training results by involving learners, creating
healthier classroom environments, and building communities.
Focuses on the 'learning' in accelerated learning and provides the reader with over two
hundred ideas and activities for putting theory into practice.
A guide on how to learn quickly and remember more profiles the MASTER-Mind system
and incorporates such research findings as the theory of eight multiple intelligences and
the value of emotion for memory. 25,000 first printing. $25,000 ad/promo.
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